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New Papers
- N4720 is the current working draft for the Module TS. For all normative purposes, it is an identical copy of N4719 which was approved for publication by ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22/WG21 on January 29, 2018. N4720 was also approved at the same time as N4719 as the new Working Draft. It replaces N4681.
- N4721 is this Editor’s Report.
- N4722 is the Responses to National Body Comments for SC22 N5233, ISO/IEC PDTS 21544, C++ Extensions for Modules.

Notable Changes
Resolution of ballot comments on N4689. Changes along the lines described in N4722 were applied as the result of National Body Comments that were accepted.

Notable Editorial Changes
- Move the hanging paragraphs in subclause 10.7 to a new subsubclauses (10.7.1), leading to a renumbering of the subsubclauses.